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Abstra t
In this paper we des ribe a low-te h and user friendly solution for se ure twoway ommuni ation between two parties over a network of untrusted devi es. We
present a solution in whi h displays play a entral role. Our approa h guarantees
priva y and allows to he k the authenti ity of information presented on displays.
Furthermore, we provide the user with a se ure return hannel. To this end
we propose to provide every user with a small de ryption display whi h is, for
example, integrated in a redit ard and requires very limited omputing power.
The authenti ation and se urity are based on visual ryptography whi h was rst
introdu ed by Naor and Shamir in 1994. We solve some pra ti al short omings of
traditional visual ryptography and develop proto ols for two-way authenti ation
and priva y in untrusted environments.

1 Introdu tion
As the world is moving into a real ambient intelligen e environment, it is expe ted that tele ommuni ation devi es will be omnipresent and that they an
be easily onne ted to a publi network. In almost any situation and lo ation
it will be possible to he k your bank a ount, pla e orders at the sto k market, transmit pi tures, et . Moreover, to fa ilitate human intera tion with these
devi es, most information will be presented in graphi al form on a display.
In general, publi networks have an open ar hite ture and an easily be
a essed. This auses a real threat to the authenti ity of the information, its
se urity and its priva y [7℄. Imagine a s enario in whi h Ali e wants to transfer
money to a friend while she is on va ation. Via the a ess point in her hotel,
she onne ts with her PDA to the web-site of her bank. As soon as she noti es
the small padlo k in the orner of her Internet browser appli ation, she starts
the Internet banking session. She uses her Internet banking token (issued by
the bank) for identi ation and for signing her money transfer order. This way
of doing presents many risks. Although Ali e thinks she is involved in a se ure
transa tion with her bank (the padlo k indi ates a se ure onne tion), in fa t
she might not be. For example, the server in the hotel might be setting up a
man-in-the-middle atta k and route traÆ to a fake web-site that is ontrolled
by the hotel itself [1℄. If the hotel su eeds in this atta k, transferred amounts
and destination bank a ount of the transa tion an easily be altered without
noti e to the user. A se ond risk is the fa t that in earlier o asions Ali e's PDA

was onne ted to untrusted networks and might be ontaminated with viruses,
sni er programs or Trojan horses and thus an not be trusted either [7℄. Again
this means that a se ure onne tion might be ompromised without noti e to
the user.
Clearly, there is a large variety of ryptographi te hniques available [10, 14℄
to ensure the authenti ity and prote t priva y when information is transmitted
over a network. However, these te hniques an not be applied straightforwardly
for ommuni ation over untrusted networks sin e it is assumed that de ryption
is performed on a trusted devi e.
In this paper, we present solutions for the above mentioned problem. To
provide integrity, authenti ation and on dentiality of messages that are transmitted through a publi untrusted hannel, a user will have to arry her own
(trusted) de ryption display. This display an easily be atta hed to a hand-held
devi e 1 (e.g. mobile phone, PDA) or to another non-trusted terminal (e.g. ATM,
PC in Internet afe, et .). Its main requirements are: heap, low weight, limited
omputing power and small size. The de ryption display is only equipped with
simple dedi ated hardware su h as a pseudo random number generator and the
intera tion with the untrusted hand-held devi e is purely opti al. Therefore there
will be no means for Trojan horses or viruses to enter the de ryption display.
Se urity problems related to the human- omputer interfa e have also been
investigated by Matsumoto [8, 9℄. Their approa h is based on visual images that
have to be remembered by the user and therefore require an extra e ort. Another
approa h to visual identi ation and authenti ation is that of [4℄. Their solution
suits well with larger s reens and requires a trustworthy amera, but no integrity
or on dentiality an be guaranteed.
This paper is organised as follows. The model and the problem setting will
be explained in Se tion 2 and Se tion 3 gives a detailed explanation of the
way an eÆ ient visual ryptography system an be built by making use of the
physi al properties of light and Liquid Crystal Displays (LCD). Furthermore,
in Se tion 4 proto ols are developed to establish a private and authenti ated
two-way hannel. In Se tion 5 we demonstrate the feasibility of the on ept and
we on lude in Se tion 6.

2 The Model and Problem Setting
2.1 The Model
In this se tion, we present an abstra t model of the situation we have in mind
(Fig. 1). The model onsists of the following omponents:

{ There is a human user, Ali e who has the apabilities (vision, olour re ognition) of a normal human being.

1

The trusted display an be orre tly aligned on the untrusted display by providing
a solid frame into whi h it has to be entered or by equipping it with extra sensors
whi h automati ally read position information from the untrusted terminal. This
will be a topi of further resear h.

{ There is a trusted omputer TC (with normal omputing power) that knows

a se ret key K asso iated with Ali e 2 .
{ Both ommuni ate with ea h other through an untrusted network, whi h an
in prin iple have in nite omputing power.
{ Ali e has a hand-held devi e H, whi h belongs to the untrusted network.
{ Ali e has a personal de ryption display D onsisting of an (LCD) display
equipped with an additional array of light sensitive sensors 3 and some hardware to do a minimal amount of omputations. Furthermore, it holds the
same se ret key K as TC.
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Fig. 1. Communi ation between Ali e and
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TC over an untrusted network.

Ali e wants to ommuni ate with TC through her hand-held devi e H (e.g.
PDA, mobile phone). The se urity of the solution that we propose makes use
of the fa t that Ali e has two displays at her disposal (the display in H and
de ryption display D). TC will send only visually en rypted messages (using
shared key K), to Ali e. Ali e's de ryption display D will then generate the
omplementary randomised message a ording to the same key K. The message
sent by TC will only be readable by Ali e when she puts D on top of the display
of H, on whi h the random pattern generated by TC appears. Note that the
de rypted message is never available in ele troni form.

2.2 The Problem
It will be the main topi of this paper to build a Passive Two-Way Se ure
Authenti ated Communi ation hannel (PTWSAC) in an untrusted environment
using the model omponents of Se tion 2.1.

De nition 1. A PTWSAC hannel is a hannel that allows for the following
operations:
2
3

In some appli ations, TC an take the form of a trusted proxy [5℄.
Light sensitive sensors an be easily and heaply embedded in the pixels of an LCD
display without redu ing its pi ture quality.

{ Two way message authenti ation: the messages sent by TC are authenti ated

as well as the messages sent by Ali e.
{ TC an send se ret messages of its hoi e to Ali e (priva y).
{ Ali e an reply se retly to messages of TC but annot send arbitrary messages
of her own hoi e. This last property refers to the adje tive `passive'.

Our results extend the visual ryptography system developed by Naor and
Shamir in [11℄ and the proto ols by Naor and Pinkas in [12℄, where transparen ies
are used to visually de rypt messages that are sent over an inse ure hannel. It
was already re ognised by the authors of [11℄ that su h a system is only se ure
when ea h transparen y is used only on e, whi h makes their system rather
impra ti al for general purposes.

3 A New Visual Crypto System with Maximal Contrast
and Resolution
3.1 Naor-Shamir Visual Cryptography
Visual ryptography was rst introdu ed in [11℄ and further investigated in [12,
15, 17℄. The basi idea is to split a (bla k and white) image into two shares
(visual en ryption) whi h are printed on transparen ies. The original image is
re onstru ted when the two shares are superimposed (Fig. 2). This pro ess is
alled visual de ryption. The Naor-Shamir approa h su ers from a number of
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Fig. 2. Naor-Shamir visual

ryptography example where every original pixel is split
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drawba ks: i) redu ed resolution and
messages requires the use of a large
to verify that the presented share on
pattern 4 , iv) not very well suited for
4

ontrast, ii) a se ure system for multiple
number of transparen ies, iii) Ali e has
the untrusted terminal is a true random
oloured pi tures

This is to prevent an adversary from faking a message m by displaying a nonrandomised version of m as a rst share.

3.2 Visual Cryptography Using Polarisation Properties of LCD
Displays
In order to solve the problems with the Naor-Shamir approa h, we propose to use
the polarisation properties of light. A rst proposal in this dire tion was made in
[2℄. Our idea on the other hand is to use an LCD display as a polarisation rotator.
This allows easy key management and eÆ ient re onstru tion of gray-s ale and
olour messages.
An LCD display onsists of three main parts: a bottom polariser, an LC layer
( onsisting of small individual LC ells) and a top polariser. Polarisers proje t the
polarisation of the in oming light into one dire tion (e.g. horizontally). An LC
ell rotates the polarisation of in oming light depending on the voltage applied
to that ell.
The visual rypto system we propose, onsists of the following omponents
(Fig. 3): a rst LC layer (LC1) with a polariser on the bottom but not on top
and a se ond LC layer (LC2) with a polariser on top but not on the bottom.
The LC layers form the shares of this visual rypto system.
Sin e a pi ture onsists of pixels, we will explain the visual rypto s heme
for a single pixel. In order to obtain a s heme for the total image, the single
pixel s heme must be repeated for all the pixels in the image. We start with a
onstru tion for bla k-and-white images (Fig. 3) of whi h we show a demo in
Fig. 4.
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Bla k and White Pixels. In oming light from the light sour e (e.g. ba klight) ontains light waves with all possible polarisations that lie in the plane
perpendi ular to the propagation dire tion of the light beam. The rst polariser
(Fig. 3) blo ks the verti al omponents and after the polariser all light is horizontally polarised. A liquid rystal ell to whi h no voltage is applied (indi ated
by `r' in Fig. 3) rotates the polarisation of the in oming light by =2. An LC

ell to whi h a ertain voltage is applied does not hange the orientation of the
polarisation. Depending on the polarisation of the light leaving the se ond LC
ell, the last polariser generates a bla k or white output pixel. LC2 an hen e determine the output intensity independently of the polarisation dire tion of light
that is leaving from LC1. Consequently, overlaying two LC shares behaves like
an XOR-operation, in ontrast to Naor-Shamir visual ryptography where overlaying the shares behaves like an OR-operation. General se ret sharing s hemes
that an be built with this XOR onstru tion are presented in [16℄.
The shares of a pixel are generated as follows. Denote with 1 and 2 the
angles of rotation of orresponding ells in LC1 and LC2 respe tively. The total
polarisation rotation of light that passes both LC ells equals = 1 + 2 . Using
the symbol Ir for the normalised intensity of the re onstru ted pixel, we have

Ir (

) = os2 = os2 (

1

+

2)

:

(1)

The de ryption display D sets the angle 2 to a value from the set f0; =2g
a ording to the key K . As TC has the same key K (and hen e knows 2 ), he
omputes 1 from the set f0; =2g su h that = =2 if the original pixel is
bla k and = 0 or =  if the original pixel is white.
It follows from the previous analysis that our s heme has the following advantages: i) Optimal resolution and ontrast (sin e no sub-pixel patterns are
used), ii) Elegant key updating me hanism by using the available ele troni s, iii)
Ali e does not have to verify the randomness of the image at H , sin e a nonrandomised share produ es a randomised re onstru ted image. iv) Gray-s ale
and olour images an be eÆ iently re onstru ted (shown below).

Gray S ales and Colours. The use of a tive LC layers allows eÆ ient
re onstru tion of images with gray s ales and olours. The LC ells in Fig. 3 an
rotate the polarisation over an arbitrary angle within a ertain range, say [0; =2℄
or [0;  ℄, depending on the onstru tion of the LC and the applied voltage over
an LC ell. In this ase (1) holds with Ir 2 [0; 1℄. Thus, by varying the value of
(or values 1 and 2 ) it is possible to hange the intensity (gray s ale) of a
re onstru ted pixel.
In order to implement visual ryptography with gray s ales, D sets 2 to a
value from the interval [0;  ℄ a ording to the key K . TC has the same key K
(and hen e knows 2 ) and omputes 1 su h that the intensity Ir (Eq. 1) of the
re onstru ted pixel is equal to the intensity Io of the original pixel. Sin e 2 is
hosen in [0;  ℄, 1 has to belong to the interval [0;  ℄ due to the  -periodi ity
of Ir in order to reveal no information. If we assume that 1 ; 2 2 [0;  ℄, then
1 an be determined by Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1

INPUT: Io 2 [0; 1℄, 2 2R [0;  ℄.
OUTPUT: 1 2 [0;  ℄ suph that os2 ( 1 + 2 ) = Io .
1) ompute x = ar os(j Io j);  2R fx;  xg.
2) if 
2 < 0 then return 1 = 
2 +  ; exit.
3) if 
2  0 then return 1 = 
2 ; exit.

The idea of gray s ales des ribed above an be extended to olours. One
olour pixel (Fig. 5) is built from three sub-pixels ea h of whi h has a di erent
olour `ba k-light' (Red, Green and Blue) by applying a olour lter. As with
gray s ales, the intensity of ea h of the olours an be hanged individually
by hanging the rotations R ; G and B of the red, green and blue olour
respe tively. In this way, any olour an be generated.
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onstru tion of a transmissive

olour pixel in a standard LCD display.

By applying Algorithm 1 three times per pixel, on e for R, G and B , respe tively, we an implement a olour visual ryptography system, without losing
resolution. This stands in ontrast to Naor-Shamir visual rypto systems as proposed in [13℄ and [17℄.
In a pra ti al implementation, a pixel intensity an not have any value in
[0; 1℄ but is limited to a dis rete set of k distinguishable values (e.g. k = 256).
With k possible values for ea h olour omponent (R, G and B ) a total number
of k 3 olours an be displayed.

4 Building a PTWSAC Channel
4.1 Channels
In order to des ribe atta ks on the system, we make a distin tion between the
ommuni ation from TC ! Ali e and the ommuni ation from Ali e ! TC.
The main ommuni ation from TC ! Ali e will be based on the visual rypto
system explained in Se tion 3.2. The light sensitive sensors in D provide TC with
an additional low-bandwidth return hannel to Ali e, used for key syn hronisation (see Se tion 5.1). The display of H re eives from TC a set of voltages that
has to be applied to the di erent LC ells the display onsists of. Atta king
this ommuni ation hannel therefore means either trying to guess the message
that is hidden in the set of voltages (se re y) or trying to hange the voltages
(authenti ation).

The ommuni ation from Ali e ! TC makes use of a reverse hannel established by presenting to Ali e in the re onstru ted image a keypad/ keyboard.
Ali e an then reply to messages from TC by li king on the appropriate positions in the re onstru ted keypad and the li ked positions are ommuni ated
ba k to TC. Atta king this ommuni ation line means either hanging those positions in a lever way to fool Ali e and TC or trying to guess the message that
Ali e sends to TC.

4.2 Authenti ation from TC

! Ali e

In Se tion 3.2 is explained how TC an en rypt images that an be de rypted
by Ali e. This message is se ret by onstru tion but not authenti ated.
An impersonation atta k is very diÆ ult sin e the visual rypto system is
a se ret key system with a key length equal to the number of pixels whi h in
pra ti e is of the order of at least 100 bits. Therefore, the su ess probability
of an impersonation atta k by guessing the orre t key an onsidered to be
negligible5 .
In visual ryptography a substitution atta k mainly onsists of adding, deleting or modifying hara ters, whi h makes this atta k a bit more subtle. Eliminating this atta k in a strong sense is impossible but not ne essary: an atta ker
an easily hange one (or only a very few) pixels while being undete ted and
without hanging Ali e's interpretation of the message. Therefore, loosely spoken, we state the following requirements for a visual ryptography authenti ation
proto ol:

{ An atta ker is not able to add or remove hara ters that make sense to
humans.

{ An atta ker is not able to hange hara ters into hara ters of his hoi e.
For a pre ise and more formal de nition of visual authenti ation, we refer to
Appendix A.
The substitution atta k problem is solved by the following pro edure for
messages from TC ! Ali e.

{ The ba kground of the images sent from TC ! Ali e onsists of a pattern

with many olour transitions. The olours are randomly hosen and the
pattern is pla ed at a random position.
{ Ea h hara ter sent by TC is depi ted in one single uniform randomly hosen
olour.
{ The message is shown on a random pla e on the s reen.

If an atta ker wants to hange a hara ter into another one, he has to know
where the hara ter is positioned in the image and add or remove an area of
uniform olour. In order to derive an upperbound for the probability of a su essful substitution atta k, we assume that the ba kground ontains a pattern
5

Note that in a pra ti al implementation, the se urity a tually depends on the e e tive key length of the used Pseudo Random Number Generator (PRNG).

of randomly oloured grid ells, see for example Fig. 6.a. In this example the
ba kground is lled with triangular shaped grid ells (ea h grid ell onsists of
multiple pixels) on whi h the letter 'T' is displayed. Further we assume that the
atta ker knows the ba kground pattern (i.e. where the olour transitions are)
but not the spe i
olours of the grid ells. We denote by ^ the number of
partially overed grid ells in the ba kground of a shape (e.g. a hara ter) that
is to be removed by an atta ker. With we denote the number of partially or
ompletely overed ba kground grid ells by a shape to be added by an atta ker
(see Fig. 6.b). Note that in the example of Fig. 6, ^ = 33 and = 38.
The upperbound PUrem for the probability of su essfully removing an area
of uniform prede ned olour and the upperbound PUadd for the probability of
su essfully adding an area of uniform prede ned olour are then given by


PUrem = k13

^

and



PUadd = k13



:

(2)

We remind the reader that k 3 stands for the number of possible olours (see
Se tion 3.2). The proofs of formulae (2) an be found in appendix A.
In general the system will be set up su h that the atta ker does not even
know the ba kground pattern nor the exa t lo ation of it (be ause it will be
hosen di erently for every message). Hen e, Eqs. (2) are upperbounds for the
probability of a su essful substitution atta k.
The proto ol requires that Ali e he ks the olour uniformity of the hara ters and whether the ba kground has the required format. This implies that in
order to he k authenti ity of a message, Ali e is in ontrol herself.

E

D

Fig. 6. (a) Example of the letter 'T' on a multi- oloured ba kground using 5 gray
s ales. (b) The 33 partially

overed grid

ells (dotted) and 5

ompletely

overed grid

ells (striped) in this example.

We noti e that when light sensitive sensors are present in ea h of the pixels of
the de ryption display, then the integrity of the ommuni ation hannel from TC
to the display of H an be based on message authenti ation odes (MAC) [10℄.
However, additional error orre tion odes need to be applied in order to be
robust against pixel failures.

4.3 Se ret and Authenti Channel (SAC) from Ali e

! TC

In this se tion, we will show how Ali e an se retly reply in an authenti ated
way to messages from TC. We start with se re y. In order to establish a private hannel between Ali e and TC, TC will send a visually en rypted message
ontaining a pi ture of a randomised keypad/ keyboard (Fig. 7). The keypad is
randomised in the sense that the hara ters are permuted in a random way but
also the shape of the keypad might be randomised. This is done ea h time the
keypad is sent to Ali e. Moreover, we allow that a single hara ter is displayed
multiple times.
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Ali e enters a number (e.g. an amount) by li king appropriate lo ations in
the image. The oordinates of the lo ations sele ted by Ali e are sent ba k to TC.
An eavesdropper will get no information on the message be ause the lo ations of
the hara ters are random and hen e unknown to the eavesdropper whi h does
not have the se ret visual de ryption key.
Although the above mentioned system establishes a private hannel from
Ali e ! TC, the replies are not yet authenti ated. An atta ker an for instan e
easily perform a swap atta k. This means that he ips the positions of some of
the hara ters (positions) that are sent ba k. It is lear that this atta k has a
high probability of being undete ted by TC. More generally, he an insert new
positions whi h have a non-negligible probability of being a epted by TC.
A straightforward way to eliminate the swap atta k is by adding a veri ation
proto ol. In this proto ol TC uses the authenti ated hannel from TC to Ali e
(explained in Se tion 4.2) to transmit the message that it has re eived from
Ali e together with a on rmation ode. In order to on rm that TC indeed
re eived what she had sent, Ali e has to type in the on rmation ode. TC he ks
whether Ali e on rmed the message with the orre t ode. The veri ation
proto ol leads to an authenti ated hannel from Ali e ! TC at the pri e of
extra intera tion.
Another way of eliminating the atta ks mentioned above, is given by the
following proto ol. Instead of sending one randomised keypad, TC sends various
keypads, ea h in a di erent olour (Fig. 8) to Ali e. Ali e enters the di erent
symbols of her message in the olours indi ated by TC. In this way the swap

atta k is prevented. Denote with w the area of an indi ated olour and with A the
total display area (where a pixel is taken as the unit of area). Then the probability
w per
of performing a su essful substitution atta k be omes proportional to A
symbol (with a proportionality fa tor smaller than 1). In order to redu e this
probability further, Ali e an be asked to type her message multiple times (l > 1)
with di erent olour indi ations. In that ase the su ess probability be omes
w l . The use of olours an be avoided by using di erent shapes
proportional to A
instead.

5 Appli ation
5.1 A Pra ti al Problem: Key Syn hronisation
Sin e the visual rypto system, developed in Se tion 3, a ts like a one-time pad,
both TC and Ali e need syn hronised keys. In order to avoid large databases
ontaining the keys, we use pseudo random number generators, PRNG(x; K )
where x represents the state of the PRNG and K is the personal key that is
se retly stored, in both TC and D. Hen e, TC has to store for ea h user also the
message key Ki whi h represents the urrent state of the user's PRNG 6 .
In order to set up exible key-syn hronisation, we use the additional array of
light sensitive sensors embedded in the pixels. Let Ki be the urrent key at TC
and let h be a one-way hash fun tion. TC uses Ki to visually en rypt the urrent
message. At the bottom of the visually en rypted message, h(Ki ) is en oded in
an opti al signal that is modulated in the pixels of the omplementary array 7 . D
reads the en oded opti al signal by using its light sensitive sensors. D performs
the following algorithm, with Kj denoting the urrent key in D.

Algorithm 2

INPUT: h(Ki ).
MEMORY: (Kj ; j ) with j  i.
OUTPUT: update memory with (Ki ; i), or no update.
0) x := Kj and J := j .
1) while h(x) 6= h(Ki ) and J j < N do 8
2) x := PRNG(x; K ) and J := J + 1
3) od.
4) if J j < N then memory := (x; J ) else no update.

The algorithm updates D's key Kj until it is syn hronised with the key of TC.
The maximum number of possible attempts is given by N . We require that D's
6

7
8

Ali e's se urity display D an be used in multiple appli ations by storing multiple
personal keys (one for ea h appli ation). Another option is implementing a proxy [5℄
(in that ase TC represents Ali e's proxy) su h that only one personal key needs to
be stored in the de ryption display. The proxy will set up a se ure ommuni ation
to the appli ation of Ali e's hoi e.
In order to avoid false dete tion of hashed keys, we an in lude a CRC he k.
If we repla e this he k by the requirement that h(x) and h(Ki ) have a small distan e
to one another, then the algorithm is more robust against pixel failures.

PRNG is only exe uted in algorithm 2. Hen e, j  i is an invariant of algorithm
2. Furthermore, TC's PRNG an only in rease i su h that j  i is also an
invariant of the proto ol. In the ase of a replay atta k or a random message
by an atta ker, algorithm 2 will not make an update. After having performed
algorithm 2, D an de rypt the message.

5.2 Communi ation Proto ol
Based on the te hniques developed in the previous se tions, we des ribe the
omplete ommuni ation proto ol.
Initialisation In order to initialise the system, Ali e re eives her de ryption
display D from TC. The PRNG in the display, D, is initialised in a ertain state.
This state is also se retly stored by TC together with the identity of the person
it belongs to. A ommuni ation session starts with the following steps:

1. Using H, Ali e noti es TC that she wants to start a ommuni ation session
(by passing also her identity to TC).
2. TC looks up the PRNG and its state orresponding to the identity in its
database.
Basi proto ol We des ribe the basi proto ol for establishing a PTWSAC.

1. Using their ommon key Ki , TC visually en rypts a message in an authenti ated way as explained in Se tion 4.2.
2. Ali e puts her trusted devi e D on top of H. D performs syn hronisation
algorithm 2. Ali e he ks whether the message sent by TC is authenti .
3. Ali e answers the message of TC by li king at the right positions in the
keypad. She follows the proto ol rules as developed in Se tion 4.3.
4. H sends the positions of the li ks to TC over the untrusted network.
5. TC interprets the re eived lo ations and possibly sends a veri ation message.
6. Ali e replies on the veri ation message, if ne essary.

6 Con lusions
In a world where information is an important ommodity and should be available
any time and anywhere, the integrity and on dentiality of the information and
the se urity and priva y of the ommuni ation are important issues. In su h a
world the information will be presented in a user-friendly way, for example in
graphi al form on a display. However as devi es like PDA's and ell phones are
be oming more ompli ated and inter onne ted, they an no longer be trusted.
We present a solution for verifying the authenti ity and on dentiality of
information presented on untrusted displays based on visual ryptography. We
propose some important pra ti al te hnologi al modi ations to the basi idea
of visual ryptography leading to se ure two-way ommuni ations. We repla e

transparen ies with a small and heap transparent LCD display. This enhan es
pi ture quality and allows for re onstru ting olour images. The details of the
visual rypto system presented in Se tion 3.2, are formulated as a mathemati al
model and are published in [16℄.
In order to extend the urrent solution to larger size displays, one an also
make use of exible displays. These are usually not made of Liquid Crystals. It
will be investigated whether those materials o er interesting properties for the
implementation of visual ryptography.
A knowledgement: The authors like to thank the Oxygen proje t at MIT
and M.T. Johnson for the stimulating dis ussions and G.J. Destura and Philips
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A Visual Authenti ation
A.1 De nitions
By a visual authenti ation proto ol the following is understood.

De nition 2 (Naor). TC wishes to ommuni ate to Ali e an information pie e

m, the

ontent of whi h is known to the adversary.

1. TC sends a message to Ali e whi h is a fun tion of m and some shared
se ret information.
2. The adversary might hange the message before Ali e re eives it.
3. Upon re eiving a message 0 , Ali e outputs either FAIL or hACCEPT; m0 i
as a fun tion of 0 and her se ret information.

In order to de ne the se urity requirements of a visual authenti ation system,
we rst note that the requirement that an adversary annot onvin e Ali e to
re eive any message di erent from the original message is mu h too strong.
The hange of one inno ent pixel in the ba kground for instan e will with high
probability not be dete ted by Ali e. Therefore, we will only require that an
adversary an not erase or enter symbols of his hoi e.

De nition 3. Assume that Ali e has the apabilities that are required from her

for the proto ol, that she a ts a ording to the proto ol and that the visual authenti ation system has the property that when the adversary is faithful, then
Ali e always outputs hACCEPT; mi. Let  be a set of messages that make sense
to Ali e (i.e. that she an understand). We all the system (; (1 p))-authenti
if for any message m ommuni ated from TC to Ali e, the probability that Ali e
outputs hACCEPT; m0 i where m0 2  is at most p.

The de nition implies that it is hard for an adversary to hange a message

m into a message m0 2  that makes sense to Ali e. The set  depends on the
appli ation. In order to prove authenti ity in spe i appli ations the set  has
to be de ned arefully.

A.2 Substitution Atta k
In order to derive an upper bound on the probability of a su essful substitution
atta k we make the following assumptions. The ba kground of an image sent by
the trusted party ontains a more or less regular grid, for example as depi ted
in Fig. 6. Every grid ell (a triangle in Fig. 6) of this grid gets a uniform olour

hosen randomly from the k 3 possible olours. We further assume that the atta ker knows the exa t position of the grid but not the olours of the grid ells.
The goal of the atta ker is to introdu e a shape on this ba kground of uniform
olour. The size of this shape overs, ompletely or partially, of the grid ells.
Re alling the me hanisms of visual ryptography based on polarisation (see
Se tion 3.2), it is lear that an atta ker an hange the olour of a grid ell by
hanging the rotations of all the pixels in a grid ell with the same amount.
However, be ause he does not know the se ret key of Ali e, he does not know to
whi h olour he is hanging the grid ell. Thus, if he wants to hange the grid
ell to a prede ned olour, his su ess probability is k13 .
If we nally assume that pseudo random pro esses generating keys, olouring
of the grid ells by the trusted party, et . are truly random, then we an state
the following lemma on erning the addition of a uniform shape.

Lemma 1. Suppose an adversary wants to introdu e a shape of uniform prede-

ned olour overing grid ells and that he knows the lo ation of the grid ells
but not the olour. Then, the atta kers su ess probability is upper bounded by
1
k3 .

Proof. In order to get a uniform, prede ned olour in the added shape, every
(part of a) grid ell that is overed by the shape should be hanged to the
prede ned olour. The probability to obtain the right olour for one grid ell
the probability of hanging all the grid ells to the orre t
equals k13 . Therefore,

1
olour is k3 .
ut

Clearly, when the uniform
olour of the added shape is not prede ned, the
 1
1
.
probability be omes k3
By a similar reasoning we an derive an upperbound for the su ess probability of removing a shape. Here we make the same assumptions as above on
the atta ker's knowlegde on the position of the grid and the grid ells but we
also assume that the atta ker knows the exa t lo ation of the shape he wants to
remove. In this ase the probability depends on the number of grid ells whi h
are partially overed by the shape. Changing a partially overed grid ell in one
of uniform (arbitrary) olour, an be done with probability k13 .
Lemma 2. Suppose an adversary wants to remove a shape of uniform olour
partially overing ^ grid ells and he knows the lo ation of the grid ells but not
^
the olour. Then, the atta kers su ess probability is upper bounded by k13 .
Proof. Grid ells that are ompletely overed by the shape to be removed an be
easily turned into grid ells of a uniform olour by rotating their polarisations
over an arbitrary angle. Therefore these pixels do not have to be taken into
a ount. In order to be su essful, an atta ker has to hange the olour of a
partially overed grid ell, into a grid ell of a uniform but arbitrary hosen
olour. Sin e the grid ell is partially overed his su ess probability is k13 as
explained above. Be ause he has to do this for ^ grid ells, his su ess probability
^
ut
be omes k13 .

